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I N T R O D U C T O R Y N O T E 
1. The following survey, drawn up on 1 January 1963, is designed to provide those 
circles interested in the development of nuclear industry with an overall picture of the installations 
which already exist or which are planned within the Community. 
2. For the sake of brevity and uniformity, only the main characteristics of the installa-
tions listed are featured. For the same reason, it is not possible to include all the enterprises 
involved in various ways in the building of the installations mentioned. Data on capacities or 
performances are intended merely as a rough guide and are subject to any modifications which 
may be required by changes in market conditions, technology and research. Projects offering a 
reasonable certainty of being implemented have been included wherever they would seem to 
foreshadow possible lines of development in certain sectors. 
3. This document has been drawn up on the basis of information published by the 
various enterprises and bodies within the Community; it still may contain certain omissions, of 
which we should be glad to receive notice from the parties concerned. 
4. A number of enterprises were kind enough to bring to the notice of the Commission 
their comments and additional information prompted by the first edition. These new data are 
included in the present edition. The Commission would like to extend its thanks to the enterprises 
concerned for their assistance in repairing omissions and bringing the document up to date. 
5. A third edition will be published once the picture given in the present inventory 
has been substantially modified by the emergence of new installations or the elaboration of new 
plans. 

A B B R E V I A T I O N S 
The following conventional abbreviations have been employed : 
1. Status of projects referred to ("STATUS" column) : 
Τ — Built 
C — Being built 
D —■ Construction decided on 
Ρ — Seriously envisaged construction project 













— Great Britain 
—■ United States of America 
3. Enterprises or organizations frequently mentioned : 
BMAt — Bundesministerium für Atomenergie und Wasserwirtschaft 
(Germany) 
C.Ε.Α. — Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique (France) 
C.E.N. — Centre d'Etudes de l'Energie Nucléaire (Belgium) 
C.Ν.Ε.Ν. — Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare (Italy) 
E.D.F. — Electricité de France 
R.C.N. — Reactor Centrum Nederland (Netherlands) 
U.K.A.E.A. — United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (Great Britain) 

N O M E N C L A T U R E O F N U C L E A R R E A C T O R S 
The expressions used in the present document to describe the different types of nuclear 
reactors have the following meaning : 
INDUSTRIAL REACTORS : are built and operated for the purpose of producing energy (mainly 
in the form of electricity) and/or fissile materials (in particular plutonium). They are used only 
exceptionally for study purposes, but are central to intensive development programs in which 
the construction and operating industries necessarily play an extremely important role. 
PROTOTYPE REACTORS : their conception, design and dimensions are such that their con-
struction and operation enable the transition to be made quite safety to the industrial reactor of 
the same type. 
REACTOR EXPERIMENTS : are intended for preliminary technical tests, or are remote variants 
of already-proven reactor types. 
TEST REACTORS : (general or specialised) are used mainly for subjecting materials to irra-
diation tests. 
EXPERIMENTAL REACTORS : extremely varied in type and power, are used essentially as 
neutron sources for various research purposes. 
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SECTION I Uranium and Thorium Mines 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 
ELLWEILER Kreis Birken­
feld (Rhine­Palatinate) 
Gewerkschaft Carolus II 
Uetze/Hann. Buschhof 





Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique, DREM 






SOURCES DE LA VIENNE 
ESCOUSSAC 
Société Centrale de l'Uranium 
et des Minerais et Métaux 
radioactifs (SCUMRA) 






Société Industrielle et Minière 
de l'Uranium (SIMURA) 
31, avenue de l'Opéra 
Paris 8e 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Extraction capacity : 
50­300 t /day ore 
— Reserves : 60­80 t uranium 
— Ore content 0.1 to 0.12 % 
uranium 
Ore production in 1961 : 
LaCrouzille: 282,000 t 
Vendée: 306,000 t 
Forez : 140,000 t 
Grury : — 
728,000 t 
Total reserves in tons of contain­
ed U : 




LaCrouzille 3,492 6,594 
Vendée 1,790 2,686 
Forez­Grury 3,961 5,870 
Supplied to CEA in 1961 : 
300,000 t of ore 
In 1959, production equivalent 
to 96 t U metal 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
Site owner : Land of Rhine­
Palatinate 
Operator : Gewerkschaft Carolus II 
Owner­operator : 
Commissariat à l'Energie ato­
mique 
Owner and operator : 
SCUMRA 

























SECTION I — Uranium and Thorium Mines 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 
Works : 
LE DRIOT (Haute­Loire) * 
LIGONZAG * 
Société pour la Recherche et 
l'Exploitation du Sous ­ Sol 
(R.E.S.S.) 







62, boulevard Victor Hugo 
Neuilly­sur­Seine 
Works : 
ESPEYRAC (Aveyron) * 
Société SEREMIC 





LES PIERRES PLANTEES 
(Lozère) 
LE MONTAGAUD (Creuse) 
LOMBARTEIX (Creuse) * 
LA BREJADE (Corrèze) 
MARGABAL (Aveyron) * 
CHAUDES ­ AIGUËS 
(Cantal) * 
BASSENEUILLE (Creuse) * 
LE CELLIER (Lozère) 
Compagnie Française des 
Minerais d'Uranium 10, Place Vendôme 
Paris 1 e r 
CHARACTERISTICS 
26 t of U metal produced up to 
31.12.59 
25 t contained Uranium produc­
ed up to 31 December 1959 in 
the course of prospecting 
Production of 190 t of U metal 




Owner and operator : 
R.E.S.S. 
Owner and operator : 
Saint­Gobain 
Owner and operator : 
Société SEREMIC 
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* Information received while this document was being printed indicates that operation of these mines has been s topped 
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SECTION II — Ore Concentrating Plants 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 










GUEUGNON (near the Gru-
ry - S. et L. mines) 
(Production of pure uranyl 
nitrate) 
Commissariat à l'Energie Ato-
mique 
69, rue de Varenne 
Paris 7e 
L'ECARPIERE (Gétigne, 
L.A.) (Near the Mines d'Ecar-
pière et de la Chapelle-Lar-
geau) 
Société Industrielle des Mine-
rais de l'Ouest (SIMO) 
11, rue de la Baume 
Paris 8e 
BESSINES (near the Mines 
de la Crouzille et Margnac, 
H.V.) 
Production of magnesium ma-
nate 
Société Industrielle des Mine-
rais de l'Ouest (SIMO) 
11, rue de la Baume 
Paris 8e 
BOIS-NOIRS (near the Mines 
de St-Priest-La Pugne, Forez) 
Production of sodium uranate 
Société Industrielle des Mine-
rais de l'Ouest (SIMO) 
11, rue de la Baume 
Paris 8e 
SAN DONATO MILANESE 
Pilot plant for processing ura-
nium-bearing ores 
Società Minerali Radioattivi 
Energia Nucleare (SOMIREN) 
San Donato Milanese 
Milan 
Production capacity : 
20-22 t /year uranium oxide, in 
process of extension 
Processing capacity : 
30,000 t /year 
Average ore content : 0,6 % 
Factory adapted in 1961 for the 
processing of preconcentrates 
from Mounana (Gabon) 
Processing capacity : 
300,000 t/year 
Average ore content : 0.1 % 
Ores processed in 1961 : 
316,000 t 
Processing capacity : 
600,000 t /year 
Average ore content : 0.125 % 
Ores processed in 1961 : 
376,000 t 
Construction completed in 1960 
Processing capacity : 
180,000 t /year 
Average ore content 
Ores processed in 1961 
147,000 t 
0.185 % 
Processing capacity : 10 t /day 
Production 65 % U308 
Site owner and plant opera-
tor : Gewerkschaft Brunhilde 
GF T 
Owner and operator : CEA FR T 
Owner and operator : 
Société Industrielle des Mine-
rais de l'Ouest (SIMO) 
FR T 
Owner and operator : 
Société Industrielle des Mine-
rais de l'Ouest (SIMO) 
FR T 
Owner : C E A 
Operator : Société Industrielle 
des Minerais de l'Ouest 
(SIMO) 
FR T 
Owner and operator : 
Società Minerali Radioattivi 




SECTION IH — Plants for the Chemical Processing and Refining of Concentrates 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 
OLEN (Refining plant) 
Société Générale Métallurgi­
que de Hoboken 




Nukem­Wolfgang bei Hanau 
LE BOUCHET 
Processing and refining of 
thorium and uranium concen­
trates 
Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 
69, rue de Var enne 
Paris 7e 
MALVESI (near Narbonne, 
Aude) 
Société de Raffinage d'Ura­
nium (SRU) 




Production capacity : 
750 t /year U 0 3 
Production capacity : 50 t /year 
of uranium in the form of metal, 
oxide or carbide and 5­10 t of 
thorium oxide and metal 
Production capacity : 5001 /year 
contained uranium 
Able to produce 250­300 t /year 
of contained thorium in the form 
of crystallized nitrate 
1961 production : 
Natural U metal : 310 t 
Concentrates (Sodium 
uranate) 59 t 
U,Og 118 t 
Semi­finished products : 27 t 
Thorium nitrate : 203 t 
Production capacity : uranium 
metal : 1,000 t/year natural and 
depleted U 
1961 production : 
Natural U metal : 651 t 
Depleted U metal : 51 t 
Pure depleted U 0 3 : 205 t 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
Owner and operator : 
Société Générale Métallurgi­
que de Hoboken 
Owner and operator : 
NUKEM 
(Nuklear­Chemie und Metal­lurgie GmbH) 
Owner and operator : 
CEA 
Owner : CEA 
Operator : SRU (Société de 
Raffinage d'Uranium) consti­
tuted by the CEA, PEC and 
St. Gobain­Nucléaire 
Industrial architect : SETU 
(Sté d'Etudes et de Travaux 
pour Uranium) comprising : 
— Société Potasse et Engrais 
Chimiques (PEC) 
— Société Saint­Gobain 
c 
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SECTION IV — Plants for the Preparation of all types of Nuclear Fuel 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 
CHARACTERISTICS ENTERPRISES concerned 
c o U N Τ R Y 
S Ι­Α τ υ s 
OLEN (pilot plant for the 
production of uranium metal) 
Société Générale Métallurgi­
que de Hoboken 




Wolfgang bei Hanau 
LE BOUCHET 
Metal ingot production 
Commissariat à l'Energie ato­
mique 




Fabrication of thorium metal 
and thorium compounds 
Compagnie „Péchiney­Groupe 
Terres rares" 
67, rue de Prony 
Paris 17e 
ORSAY (Domaine de Corbe­
ville) 
Production of sintered U0 2 pellets 
Compagnie industrielle des 
Combustibles atomiques frit­
tés (CICAF) 
63, rue de Beaumarchais 
Montreuil­sous­Bois (Seine) 
SALUGGIA 
Plant for production of natu­
ral and enriched uranium fuels 
ITALATOM s.p.a. 
39, via Montebello 
Milan 
Production capacity : 
50 t/year uranium metal 
U0 2 sintering and compression installation with capacity of 
20 t/year 
Smelting and shaping installa­
tion for uranium metal with 
capacity of 50 t/year 
Thorium smelting and sintering 
installation with capacity of 5 
to 10 t/year 
Production capacity : 
500 t /year uranium metal 
Processing capacity : 
1,000 t/year monazite 
Thorium nitrate production : 
75 t/year 
Production capacity : 
— nuclear­grade thorium oxide: 
30 t/year 
— thorium metal billets : 
25 t/year 
Production capacity : 
25 t/year 
Planned production capacity : 
270 t/year uranium metal 
50 t /year uranium oxide 
Owner and operator : 
Société Générale Métallurgi­
que de Hoboken 
BE T 
Owner and operator : 
Nukem (Nuklear­Chemie und 
Metallurgie GmbH) 
GF T 
Owner and operator 
CEA 
FR T 
Owner and operator : 
Société Péchiney 
FR T 
Owner and operator : 




Compagnie générale de Télé­
graphie sans Fil (CSF) 
FR T 
Owner and operator : 
„Italatom", formed by Sorin, 
Engelhardt Industries of Ca­
nada, Anglo­American and 




SECTION V — Fuel Element Fabrication Plants 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 
DESSEL 
Shaping and cladding of fuels 
Métallurgie et Mécanique 
Nucléaires S.A. (MMN) 






Compagnie pour l'Etude et la 
Réalisation de Combustibles 
Atomiques S.A. (CERCA) 
16, route de Stains Bonneuil­sur­Marne 
ROMANS­sur­Isère (Drôme) 
Fabrication of fuel elements 
for power reactors 
Compagnie pour l'Etude et la 
Réalisation de Combustibles 
Atomiques S.A. (CERCA) 
16, route de Stains 
Bonneuil­sur­Marne 
ANNECY (Savoie) 
Société industrielle de Com­
bustibles Nucléaires (SICN) 




Corso G. Marconi, 10 
Turin 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Initial capacity : 
200 t /year cladded fuels 
Production capacity : 
20 t/year 
Production capacity : 
4 sets of fuel elements for EL 3 
per year (for example) 
It is planned that the installation 
will supply the CEA reactors at 
Marcoule and the EDF reactors 
with natural uranium­based 
fuels 
Production capacity : 
750 t/year uranium metal 




Owner and operator : 
MMN (a subsidiary of FN and 
SGMH) 
Owner and operator : 
Nukem (Nuklear­Chemie und 
Metallurgie GmbH) 
Owner and operator : 
Compagnie pour l'Etude et la 
Réalisation des Combustibles 
Atomiques (CERCA) 
Owner and operator : 
CERCA 
Owners : SACM, UGINE, 
Tréfileries et Laminoirs du 
Havre, Compagnie Française 
des Métaux 
Operator : SICN (Société In­
dustrielle des Combustibles 
Nucléaires) 
Constructors : SACM (Société 
Alsacienne de Constructions 
Mécaniques) 
























SECTION VI — Uranium Hexafluoride Plants 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 
CHARACTERISTICS ENTERPRISES concerned 







Α Τ υ s 
PIERRE­BENITE 
Experimental plant for the 
production and distillation of 
uranium hexafluoride 
Ugine 
Service des produits fluorés 
16, rue Monceau 
Paris 8e 
PIERRELATTE (Drôme) 
Société des Usines chimiques 
de Pierrelatte 
10, rue du Général Foy 
Paris 8e 
Development of industrial scale 
manufacture of uranium hexa­
fluoride with a view to isotope 
separation 
Fabrication of uranium hexa­
fluoride with a view to isotope 
separation 
Owner and operator 
UGINE 
FR Τ 
Owner and operator : 





SECTION VII — Uranium Enrichment Plants 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body CHARACTERISTICS 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 









(Isotope Separation plant) 
Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 
69, rue de Varenne 
Paris 7 e 
Owner : CEA 
Firm commissioned for re­
search work : Société de 
Recherches Techniques et 
Industrielles 
Responsible contractor : 
USSI (Company for the con­
struction of an isotope sepa­
ration plant) Le Plessis­Ro­
binson (Seine) 
Constructors : 
— Boilers : Cégédur, Fives­
Penhoët, Soudure autogène, 
Bignier­Schmid, Chausson 
— Piping : Entrepose, Audin­
court, La Ciotat, Alsa­
cienne (SACM), Heurtey 
— Electricity : Thomson­
Houston, Alsthom, CGE, 
Marlin­Gérin, SW, Râteau 
— Compressors : Hispano ­
Suiza 




— Chemistry : Saint­Gobain, 
Société des Usines chimi­
ques de Pierrelatte 
— Civil Engineering : Entre­
prise Dumez, Ets. A. Bes­
son Lepeu 
— Installation of safety devi­




SECTION VIII — Plants for the Reprocessing of Irradiated Fuels 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 
MARCOULE 
Plutonium extraction and se­
paration plant 
Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 
69, rue de Varenne Paris 7e 
MOL 
EUROCHEMIC : cf. Annex A : 
international installations 
with which Euratom or the 
member countries are asso­
ciated 




Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 
69, rue de Varenne 
Paris 7e 
ROTONDELLA (Prov. of 
Matera) 
PCUT 
Pilot plant for the chemical 
processing of irradied U­Tho 
fuels 
Comitato Nazionale Energia 
Nucleare 
Via Belisario, 15 
Rome 
SALUGGIA (Prov. of Ver­
celli) 
EUREX (Enriched URanium 
Extraction) 
Reprocessing plant for MTR­
type highly­enriched uranium 
fuels 
Comitato Nazionale Energia 
Nucleare 
Via Belisario, 15 
Rome 
CHARACTERISTICS 
In operation since 6 July 1958 
The plant will concentrate on the 
reprocessing of irradiated fuels 
from Chinon (EDF 1, 2 and 3) 
and Brennilis (EL 4) 
Construction work started in 1961 
Probable duration of construc­
tion work : 3 years 
Chemical processing of uranium 
oxide and thorium oxide­based 
fuels irradiated in the Elk 
River reactor (USA) and refabri­
cation of fuel elements (Pro­
gramme cycle uranium­thorium 
PCUT) 
The design provides for a capa­
city of 15 kg per day of U­Al 
which could be stepped up to 
31 kg per day 
Initial trials scheduled for 1964 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
Owner and operator : CEA 
Industrial architect : Saint ­
Gobain Nucléaire 
Owner and operator : CEA 
Industrial Architect : Saint­
Gobain Nucléaire 
Owner and operator : CNEN 
Constructors : CNEN and 
Bombrini Parodi Delfino (con­
tract signed on 15 November 
1961) 
Owner and operator : CNEN 
Constructors : 
1. Overall design : Vitro En­
gineering Co. in conjunc­
tion with CNEN techni­
cians 
2. Detailed design : CNEN 
in conjunction with Vitro 
Italiana (contract signed on 
15 November 1961) 
c 
0 υ 

















SECTION IX — Plants for the Manufacture of Moderator Materials 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 
CHARACTERISTICS ENTERPRISES concerned 













Pilot plant for heavy water 
production 
Compagnie française de l'eau 
lourde c /o ONIA 
Toulouse (Haute-Garonne) 
HOECHST (Griesheim) 
Pilot plant for heavy water 
production 
Farbwerke Hoechst /Hoechst 
GRAPHITE 
KROPFMÜHL 
Graphitwerke Kropfmühl AG 







Plant for the production and 
shaping of nuclear graphite 
from electrolytic graphite 
Sigri-Kohlefabrikate GmbH 
Meitingen ü. Augsburg 
CHEDDE 
Péchiney - Compagnie de Pro-
duits Chimiques et Electromé-
tallurgiques 
23, rue Balzac 
Paris 8e 
Heavy water production by frac-
tional distillation of hydrogen 
obtained from synthetic mixture 
Capacity : 1.5 to 2 t/year 
N.B. The plant was shut down 
in April 1961 after a sufficient 
stock of deuterium and proto-
nium had been constituted 
Heavy water production by frac-
tional distillation of pure hy-
drogen 
Capacity : 6 t /year 
Work on the development of 
nuclear grade graphite from na-
tural graphite 
Shaping and hardening natural 
nuclear grade graphite 
Production capacity : 
200 t /year 
Production capacity : 
6,000 t /year 
Studies : Liquid air 
General contractor : Office 
national Industriel de l'Azote 
Owner and operator : 
Compagnie française de l'eau 
lourde 
FR T 
Owner and operator 
Farbwerke Hoechst 
GF 
Owner and operator : 
Graphitwerke Kropfmühl 
GF 
Owner : Kropfmühl - Rings-
dorff Arbeitsgemeinschaft für 
Sondergraphite 
Operator : Ringsdorff-Werke 
GmbH 
Owner and operator : 
Farbwerke Hoechst AG and 









SECTION IX Plants for the Manufacture of Moderator Materials 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 








Elettrografite di Forno Ani­
one S.p.A. 
28, Via Durini 
Milano 
MARCOULE 
Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 
69, rue de Varenne Paris 7e 
BERYLLIUM 
SALINDRES 
(Beryllium oxide preparation) 
LA PRAZ 
(Fabrication of beryllium ox­
ide bricks) 
CALYPSO 
(Saint ­ Jean ­ de ­ Maurienne) 
(Beryllium metal fabrication) 
Péchiney ­ Compagnie de Pro­
duits Chimiques et Electromé­
tallurgiques 
23, rue Balzac Paris 8e 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Production capacity : 
1,800 t /year 
Machining and shaping to order 
Production capacity : 
2,000 t /year 
Graphite­shaping workshop 
Production capacity : 
36 t /year (contained metal) 
Production capacity : 
lOt /year 




Owner and operator : 
Cie. Industrielle Savoie­
Acheson 
Owner and operator : 
Elettrografite di Forno Alli­
one S.p.A. 
Owner and operator : 
CEA 
In collaboration with Ugine, 
Péchiney is studying the prob­
lems of beryllium oxide be­
haviour under irradiation re­
sistance to corrosion in water 
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SECTION Χ — Zirconium Plants 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 
CHARACTERISTICS ENTERPRISES concerned 






Plant for zirconium hafnium 
separation and zirconium ox­
ide fabrication 
Société Nobel­Bozel 
67, Boulevard Haussmann 
Paris 8e 
JARRIE (Isère) 
Chlorination of zircone and 
production of zirconium spon­
ges 
Electro­Chimie UGINE 
10, rue du Général Foy 
Paris 8e 
UGINE (Savoie) 
Fabrication of zirconium in­
gots and semifinished products 
Electro­Chimie UGINE 








Hot and cold rolling plant 
Forges de GUEUGNON 
1, rue Paul Baudry 
Paris 8e 
PERSAN (Seine­et­Oise) 
Fabrication of zirconium tubes 
and angular sections 
Cie. du Filage des Métaux et 
des Joints 
30, Avenue de Messine 
Paris 8e 
1961 production : 100 t of haf­
nium­free nuclear­grade zirco­
nium oxide. Hafnium oxide pro­
duction capacity from 1962 : 
200 kg per month 




Production of hafnium­free zir­
conium sponges 
Owner and operator : Ugine FR 
Ingots, billets and sheet bars of 
zirconium 
Owner and operator : Ugine FR 
Zirconium fabrication and alloy 
tests 
Owner and operator : Ugine FR T 
Zirconium sheets Owner and operator : Les Forges de Gueugnon 
conjunction with Ugine 
FR 
Production capacity 
10 to 50 t /month 
Owner and operator : 






SECTION Χ — Zirconium Plants 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 
MONTBARD (Côte d'Or) 
Fabrication of zirconium tubes 
and angular sections 
VALLOUREC 
6, rue Daru 
Paris 8e 
The agent for the sale of these 
products is : 
CEFILAC 
30, avenue de Messine 
Paris 8e 
HANAU 
Production of zirconium spon­
ge and half finished products 
in nuclear grade zirconium 
Production of zircaloy alloys 




Pilot­plant for production of 
hafnium ­ free zirconium te­trachloride 




WOLFGANG (near Hanau/ 
Main) 
Production of zirconium spon­
ges, ingots, bars) 
Nukem, Wolfgang bei Hanau 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Production capacity : 
10 to 50 t /year 
An electronic smelting furnace 
is in operation 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
Owner and operator : 
Vallourec in association with 
Céfilac 
Owner and operator : 
WC Heraeus 
Owner and operator : 
Degussa 
Owner and operator : 

















SECTION XI A — Research, Training and Materials' Testing Reactors, etc. 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 




CEN ­ Centre d'Etude de 
l'Energie Nucléaire 




Materials' testing reactor 
CEN ­ Centre d'Etude de 
l'Energie Nucléaire 





Centre d'Etude de l'Energie 
Nucléaire (CEN) 




Physics study of Vulcain 
reactor 
Centre d'Etude de l'Energie 
Nucléaire (CEN) 





Institut interuniversitaire des 
Sciences Nucléaires 
11, rue d'Egmont 
Brussels 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Typ : natural uranium, graph­
ite moderator, air­cooled 
— Power : 4­10 MW(th) 
— Fuel : natural uranium 
— Load : 23 to 25 t 
—■ Max. thermal neutron flux : 
2.1 xlO12 η /cm2 sec 
— Criticality: 11 May 1956 
— Type : uranium­beryllium, 
light water 
— Power : 50 MW(th) 
— Fuel : 90 % enriched ura­nium 
— Load : 4 to 5 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
6.2 xlO14 η/cm2 sec 
— Max. fast neutron flux : 
2.1 XlO15 η/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 1 July 1961 
— Type : swimming­pool test 
reactor for BR 2 
— Power : 50 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 90 % enriched U — Load : 1.5 to 2 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux 
in the order of : 
ΙΟ11 η /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 14.1.60 
— Type : enriched U02 , H20­f­
D20 mixed in varying pro­portions 
— Power : very low 
— Fuel : enriched U02 — Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : mid­1963 
— Type : swimming pool, gra­
phite moderator 
— Power : 15 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 6 % enriched U 
— Load : 
—Max. thermal neutron flux. : 
1.5 xlO11 η/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : planned for 1963 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : Centre d'Etude de 
l'Energie Nucléaire (CEN) 
— Operator or user : CEN 
— Constructor(s) : CEN 
— Main Suppliers : 
Belgian industry 
— Owner : CEN 
— Operator or user : CEN /EURATOM Asso­
ciation 
— Constructor(s) : 
CEN in collaboration with 
BEN, Belgonucléaire, Nu­
clear Development Corp. 
of America 
— Main suppliers : 
ACEC ­ MBLE, SAC, La 
Meuse, Cockerill­Ougrée, 
Metals and Controls Brush 
Beryllium Sylcor 
— Owner : CEN 
— Operator or user : CEN /EURATOM Asso­
ciation 
— Constructor (s) : cf. BR 2 
— Main suppliers : cf. BR 2 
— Owner : 
— Operator or user : 
— Constructors : 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : Institut interuni­
versitaire des Sciences Nu­
cléaires 
— Operator or user : 
Ghent University 
— Constructor(s) : 
Belgonucléaire 




















SECTION XI A — Research, Training and Materials ' Testing Reactors, etc. 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 
address of managing body 
JÜLICH 




falen e.V. (KFA) 
Cecilienstrasse, 41 
Düsseldorf 
J Ü L I C H 
F R J 2 MPR DIDO 
Materials testing reactor 
Kernforschungsanlage Jülich 
des Landes Nordrhein­West­
falen e.V. (KFA) 
Cecilienstrasse, 41 
Düsseldorf 
B E R L I N ­ W A N N S E E 
B E R 
Experimental reactor 











F R A N K F U R T 
F R F 
Experimental reactor 
Ins t i tu t für Kernphysik der 
Universität Frankfurt 
Am Römerhof, 31 
Frankfurt /Main 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Type : swimming­pool, enri­
ched U, light water 
— Power : 2 to 5 MW(th) 
— Fuels : 80 % enriched U 
— Load : 4,5 kg U 235 
■— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
5 χ ΙΟ13 η /cm 2 sec 
— Criticality : 23 February 1962 
— Type : Dido, enriched U, 
heavy water cooled and 
moderated 
— Power : 10 MW(th) 
— Fuel : 90 % enriched U 
— Load : 2.5 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ14 η / cm 2 sec 
— Criticality: 15 November 1962 
— Type : homogeneous 
— Power : 50 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
(UO, S 0 4 solution) 
— Load : 1.4 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ12 η /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 24 July 1958 
— Type : swimming pool ­
enriched U, moderated and 
cooled with light water 
— Power : 1.000 kW 
— Fuel : 90 % enriched U 
— Load : 3.2 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
6 X 1012 η /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 
— Type : homogeneous 
— Power : 50 à 100 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
(U0 2 S 0 4 solution) 
— L o a d : 1.4 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ12 η / cm 2 sec 
— Criticality : 10 January 1958 
E N T E R P R I S E S 
concerned 
— Owner : Land Nordrhein­
Westfalen 
— Operator or user : Univer­
sities of Bonn, Cologne and 
Aachen 
— Constructor(s) : AEG and 
Ruhrstahl AG 
— Main suppliers : Nuclear 
Energy Co (GB), ΑΕΙ John 
Thompson 
— Owner : Land Nordrhein­
Westfalen 
— Operator or user : Univer­
sities of Bonn, Cologne and 
Aachen 
— Constructor(s) : AEG and 
Ruhrstahl AG 
■— Main suppliers : Head 
Wrightson Processes Ltd 
(G.B.) 
— Owner : Land of Berlin 
— Operator or user : Hahn­
Meitner Insti tut für Kern­
forschung Berlin 
— Constructor(s) : Arbeits­
gemeinschaft AEG, Pintsch­
Bamag und SSW 
— Main suppliers : North 
American Aviation (Ato­
mics International) 
— Owner : Physikalisch ­
Technische Bundesanstalt 
Braunschweig 
— Operator : Physikalisch 
Technische Bundesanstalt 
— Constructor : Babcock & 
Wilcox 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : Land Hessen 
— Operator or user : Frank­
furt University 
— Constructor(s) : AEG, 
BBC, SSW, Mannesmann 




















SECTION XI A — Research, Training and Materials' Testing Reactors, etc. 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 
address of managing body 
GROSSWELZHEIM 










verwertung in Schiffbau und 
Schiffahrt mbH 














N.B. This reactor will later be 




— Type : Argonaut, light water 
moderated and cooled, gra­phite reflector 
— Power : 10 Watt 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
(U308) 
— Load : 2 to 5.7 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : 27 January 1961 
— Type : swimming­pool, enri­
ched U 
— Power : 5 MW(th) 
— Fuel : 90 % enriched U (second core) 
— Load : 6.4 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
3.2 χ ΙΟ13 η /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 23 October 1958 
— Type : Triga Mark II, pulsed 
reactor, zirconium hydride 
moderator 
— Power : 30 KW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
— Load : 2.2 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
about ΙΟ15 η /cm2 sec in pul­
sed operation 
— Criticality : scheduled for 
1963 
— Type : graphite reflector, po­
lyethylene reactor 
— Power : 0.1 W 
— Fuel : 20% ­enriched U3Os 
— Load : 4.4 kg U308 — Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : 28 February 1962 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : AEG 
— Operator or user : AEG 
— Constructor(s) : AEG 
— Main suppliers : AEG 
Fuel elements : Nukem, 
Wolfgang 
Reflector graphite : Sie­
mens­Plania­Griesheim 
— Owner : Gesellschaft für 
Kernenergieverwertung in 
Schiffbau und Schiffahrt 
(GKSS) 
— Operator or user : GKSS 
— Constructor(s) : German 
Babcock and Wilcox, Ame­
rican Babcock and Wilcox 
— Main suppliers : Babcock 
& Wücox Co., USA 
Fuel elements : NUKEM 
— Owner : Mainz University 
— Operator or user : Inorga­nic Chemistry Institute 
Mainz University 
— Constructor(s) : General 
Atomics 
— Main suppliers : Gutehoff­
nungshütte Sterkrade AG 
— Owner : SSW 
— Operator : SSW 
— Main Suppliers : SSW 
— Fuel elements : NUKEM 
c 
0 υ 












SECTION XI A — Research, Training and Materials' Testing Reactors, etc. 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 




Laboratorium für Technische 





(Siemens Argonaut Reaktor) 
Experimental reactor 
Siemens­Schuckertwerke AG 










(Siemens Argonaut Reaktor) 
Experimental Reactor 
Gesel lschaf t für Kernfor­




— Type : swimming­pool, light 
water cooled and moderated 
— Power : 1 MW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
— Load : 4.869 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
1.9 χ ΙΟ13 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 31 October 1957 
— Type : Argonaut, heteroge­
neous, enriched U, graphite, 
light water 
— Power : 1 to 10 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U — Load : 2 to 5.7 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ11 n /cm2 sec (at 10 kW(th) 
— Criticality : 23 June 1959 
— Type : natural uranium, 
heavy water cooled and 
moderated 
— Power : 12 MW(th) 
— Fuel : natural U 
— Load : 5 t natural U and 1 t 
thorium — Max. thermal neutron flux : 
3.5 X 1013 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality: 12 November 1962 
— Type : Argonaut, heteroge­
neous enriched uranium, 
graphite, light water 
— Power : 10 W 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U308 aluminium caning 
— Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : scheduled for 1963 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : Land Bavaria 
— Operator or user : Techni­
sche Hochschule, Munich, 
and Munich University 
— Constructor(s) : 
— Main suppliers : American 
Machine and Foundry Co 
(AMF) 
— Owner : Siemens­
Schuckertwerke AG (SSW) 
— Operator or user : SSW and 
Munich University 
— Constructor : SSW 
— Main suppliers : SSW 
— Owner : Kernreaktor­Bau 
u. Betriebsgesellschaft 
mbH (KI) 
Weberstrasse, 5, Karlsruhe — Operator or user : as above 
— Constructor(s) : 
Installation : Dinglerwerke AG 
— Main suppliers : 
Heat exchangers : Maschi­




werke AG and Krupp 
Steel vessel and thermal 
shield : Gutehoffnungs­
hütte Oberhausen 
Biological shielding : Ding­
lerwerke AG 
Circuit pumps D20 : Klein­
Schanzlin u. Becker 
Fuel elements: NUKEM 
Control and safety rods : 
Siemens 
— Owner : Gesellschaft für 
Kernforschung mbH (K II) 
Friedrichsplatz, 4, Karls­
ruhe 
— Operator or user : 
— Constructor(s) : Arbeits­
gemeinschaft Siemens­Schuckertwerke AG Er­
langen­Berlin, Lurgi GmbH, 
Frankfurt, Pintsch Bamag 
AG, Butzbach 
— Main suppliers : 




















SECTION XI A — Research, Training and Materials' Testing Reactors, etc. 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 
address of managing body 
KARLSRUHE 
Subcriticai assembly 








CEN de Fontenay­aux­Roses 





CEN de Fontenay­aux­Roses 
Boîte postale n° 6 
Fontenay­aux­Roses (Seine) 
FONTENAY­AUX­ROSES 
ELI ­ ZOE 
Experimental reactor 
Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de 
Fontenay­aux­Roses 





Centre d'Etudes Nulcéaires de 
Saclay 
Boîte postale n° 2 
Gif­sur­Yvette (Seine­et­Oise) 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Type : natural uranium, 
heavy water moderated 
— Power : 0 
— Fuel : natural U — Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ4 n /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 
— Type : swimming­pool, enri­
ched U, light water moder­ated and cooled 
— Power : 100 W 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
— Load : critical mass of 3 to 
5 kg U 235 
■— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ11 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality: 29 September 1959 
— Type : swimmingpool, enrich­
ed U, light water ­ mode­
rated and ­cooled, BeO re­
flector 
— Power : 2000 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U — Load : 3 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ13 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 30 June 1959 
— Type : natural U, heavy 
water cooled and moderated 
— Power : 150 kW(th) 
Fuel : natural U 
— Load : 1,940 kg natural U 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ12 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality: 15 December 1948 
■— Type : natural U, heavy 
water moderated 
Coolant : C02 — Power : 2,500 kW(th) 
— Fuel : natural U 
— Load : 2.950 kg natural U 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : ΙΟ13 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 21 October 1952 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : Kernreaktor­Bau 
u. Betriebsgesellschaft 
mbH (Κ I) 
— Operator : as above 
— Constructor(s) : 
— Main suppliers : 
Fuel elements : Nukem 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : CEN Fontenay­aux­Roses 
— Constructor(s) : Industrial 
architect : Indatom 
— Main suppliers : Seratom 
— Owner : CEA 
Operator or user : 
CEN Fontenay­aux­Roses 
— Constructor(s) : 
Indatom 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : 
CEN Fontenay­aux­Roses 
— Constructor (s) : CEA 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or usser : CEN Saclay 
■— Constructor (s) : CEA 
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Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de 
Saclay 





Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de 
Saclay 
Boîte postale n° 2 
Gif­sur­Y vette (Seine­et­Oise) 
SACLAY 
Peg 
Mobile demonstration pile 
Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de 
Saclay 





Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de 
Saclay 
Boîte postale n° 2 




Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de 
Saclay 
Boîte postale n° 2 
Gif­sur­Yvette (Seine­et­Oise) 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Type : enriched U, heavy 
water moderated and cooled 
— Power : 17 MW(th) 
— Fuel : 1.35 % to 1.60 % 
enriched U 
— Load : 673 kg 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ14 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 4 July 1957 
■— Type : enriched U, beryllium 
oxide moderated and cooled 
— Power : 0 
— Fuel : 35 % enriched U in 
molybdenum alloy 
— Load : 
— Maximum thermal neutron flux: 
10s n /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 3 July 1959 
— Type : swimming pool, en­
riched U 
— Power : 0.1 W 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U — Load : 3.2 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
3 χ ΙΟ6 n /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 1959 
— Type : natural U, heavy wa­
ter moderated, graphite re­
flector 
— Power : 100 Watt 
— Fuel : natural U 
— Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 10' n /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 11 August 1956 
— Type : enriched U, light 
water moderated 
— Power : very low 
— Tuel : 1.5 % enriched U 
— Load : about 2,000 kg en­
riched U 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
5 x 10' n /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 18 June 1959 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : 
CEN Saclay 
— Constructor(s) : 
Chantiers de l'Atlantique 
et France Atome 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : 
CEN Saclay 
— Constructor(s) : CEA 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : CEA 
— Constructor (s) : 
Chantiers de l'Atlantique 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : 
CEN Saclay 
— Constructor(s) : CEA 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
(Electrical equipment : 
Electro­Entreprise) 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : 
CEN Saclay 
— Constructor(s) : Caratom 
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REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 




Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de 
Saclay 
Boîte postale n° 2 




Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de 
Saclay 
Boîte postale n° 2 




Institut National des Sciences 
et Techniques Nucléaires 
(INSTN) 
Boîte postale n° 6 




Materials' and fuel elements' 
testing 
Centre de Production de Plu­





Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 
69, rue de Varenne 
Paris 7e 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Type : homogeneous, pluto­
nium sulphate, beryllium oxide and graphite 
— Power : 1 Watt 
— Fuel : plutonium 
— Load : critical mass : 260 gr 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 7 χ 10' n /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 17 March 1958 
— Type : Pu in solution, light­
water­moderated 
— Power : 0 
— Fuel : plutonium 
— Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : 8 November 1961 
— Type : Argonaut, ligth water­
cooled and moderated 
— Fuel : enriched U 90 % 
— Power : 100 kW — Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
1.4 xlO12 n /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 23 July 1961 
— Type : natural U, graphite 
— Power : 100 Watt 
— Fuel : natural U 
G.2 fuel elements 
— Load : variable 
•— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
10' n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 8 January 1960 
— Type : swimming ­ pool, light 
water cooled and moderated, BeO­Be reflector 
— Power : 20­30 MW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
— Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
1.5 xlO14 n/cm2 sec 




— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : 
CEN Saclay 
— Constructor (s) : CEA 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : 
CEN, Saclay 
■— Constructor : CEA 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : INSTN 
— Operator : INSTN 
— Constructor : Anxiatome 
— Main suppliers : (Electrical equipment, 
controls, cabling : Elec­
tro­Entreprise) 
— Owner : 
Electricité de France 
— Operator or user : 
Centre de Marcoule in collaboration with EDF 
— Constructor(s) : 
E D F ­ CEA 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : CEA — Constructor(s) : 
Group «Propeg» 
Design : Penhoët 
Chantiers de la Pallice 
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REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 
address of managing body 
CADARACHE 
Peggy 
Full­scale model of the nuclear 
part of the «Pégase» project 
Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 
69, rue de Varenne 




Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 





Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 





Nuclear mockup of a land­
based prototype reactor de­
signed to serve as a drive unit 
for a nuclear submarine 
Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 
69, rue de Varenne 
Paris 7e 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Type : swimming ­ pool, light 
water cooled and moderated, 
enriched U 
— Power : 1 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
— Load : 7.5 kg of U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
5χ10 9 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 2 February 1961 
(Saclay), 7 December 1961 
(Cadarache) 
— Type : Plutonium and en­
riched U, sodium ­ cooled 
fast neutron breeder reactor 
— Power : 10 MW(th) with 
possibility of extension until 
20 MW(th) 
— Fuel : plutonium and en­riched U 
— Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ15 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : scheduled for 
mid­1965 (beginning of work 
July 1961) 
— Type : swimming pool 
— Power : low 
— Fuel : enriched U 
— Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : beginning of 
work July 1962 — Criticality scheduled for end 
of 1963 
— Type : enriched U light­
water­moderated 
— Power : low 
— Fuel : enriched U alloyed 
with zirconium 
— Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
Criticality: 9 April 1962 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : CEA 
— Constructor(s) : Design : CEA, Chantiers 
de l'Atlantique, Hispano­
Suiza 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : 
CEA in conjunction with 
Euratom 
— Constructor (s) : 
Design : CEA, Chantiers 
de l'Atlantique, Hispano­Suiza 
Industrial Architect : 
Groupement Atomique 
Alsacienne ­ Atlantique 
(G3A) 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : CEA — Constructor(s) : Pile Study 
Department, CEA 
Pile construction Depart­
ment, CEA, G 3A 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : CEA 
— Operator or user : CEA 
— Constructor(s) : 
Nuclear propulsion group, 
CEA 
— Main suppliers : 
Civil engineering : Agence 
Coulon 
Mechanics and Hydraulics: 
Omnium Technique d'Etu­
des et de Réalisations 
(OTER) 
Controle : CF. Thomson­
Houston 
Fuel elements : 
Tréfileries et Laminoirs du 
Havre 
Zirconium : Ugine 
c 
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Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 






















Centro di Studi Nucleari di 
Ispra 
Type : natural or enriched 
U, graphite 
Power : 100 Watt 
Fuel : natural or enriched U 
Load : 
Max. thermal neutron flux : 
Criticality : scheduled for 
1964 
Type : swimming­pool, en­
riched U, light water cooled 
and moderated 
Power : 2,000 kW(th) 
Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
Load : 4,094 kg U 235 
Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ13 η /cm2 sec 
Criticality : 1 July 1958 
Type : swimming­pool, en­
riched U, light water, BeO­
Be reflector 
Power : 10 MW(th) 
Fuel : 90 % enriched U 
Load : 25 elements of 
196 g say 4 kg 9 of U 235 
Max. thermal neutron flux : 
8 x 1013 η /cm2 sec 
Criticality : scheduled for 
1963 (work begins in 1961) 
Type : CP 5 
Enriched U, heavy water 
cooled and moderated 
Power: 5 MW(th) 
Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
Load : 14 kg U 
Max. thermal neutron flux : 
8 χ 1013 η /cm2 sec 
Criticality: 24 March 1959 
Type : swimming pool, light­
water­moderated and cooled 
Power : 10 kW rated max. 
100 kW(th) 
Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
Load : 3800 to 4200 gr U 235 
Max. thermal neutron flux : 
2 x 1 0 " η/cm2 sec 
Criticality : 15 December 1961 
Owner : CEA 
Operator or user : 
and EdF 
Constructor : CEA 




Owner : CEA 
Operator or user : CENG 
Constructor (s) : Indatom 
Main suppliers : 
French industry 
FR Τ 
Owner : CEA 
Operator or user : CENG 
Constructor(s) : 
Industrial Architect : 
Indatom 
Main suppliers : 
Civil Engineering : 




Operator or user : CNEN 
Constructor (s) : 
Main suppliers : 
American Car and Foun­
dry (ACF Industries) 
IT Τ 
Owner : Italian Atomic 
Energy Commission 
(CNEN) 









SECTION XI A — Research, Training and Materials' Testing Reactors, etc. 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 
address of managing body 
ISPRA 
ECO 
Experience Critique Orgel 
(general heavy water lattice 
study) 






Test Reactor (tests for heavy 
water, organic liquid string) 
Directorate­General for 
Research and Training, 
Euratom 





Centro Studi Nucleari Enrico 
Fermi (CESNEF) 
Milan Polytechnical Institute, 
Milan 
SALUGGIA (prov. Vercelli) 
Avogadro ­ RS 1 
Experimental reactor 
Sorin 
39, via Montebello 
Milan 
SAN PIERO A GRADO 





— Type : Natural U, heavy ­
water ­ moderated, graphite 
reflector 
— Power : 1 kW(th) 
— Fuel : natural U 
— Load : 27 t (reference fuel) — Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : scheduled for 
mid­1963 
— Type : 2 zones : 
experimental zone with 
heavy water moderator, 
coolant and experimental 
fuel elements 
feeding zone : moderated and cooled with heavy water, 
90 % enriched U 
— Power : 30 MW(th) 
— Fuel : experimental and 90 % 
enriched U 
— Load : about 7 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ14 n /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : scheduled for 1966 
— Type : L 54, homogeneous 
uranyl sulphate solution 
— Power : 50 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U — Load : 6.5 kg U 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
1012 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 27 November 1959 
— Type : swimming ­ pool, en­
riched U, heavy water mode­rated and cooled 
— Power : 1­5 MW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U 
— Load : 25 kg U 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
8 χ 1012 n /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 9 September 1959 
— Type : swimming ­ pool, en­
riched U, light water mode­
rated and cooled 
— Power : 1­5 MW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U — Max. thermal neutron flux : 
4 x l 0 3 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 1962 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : JRC, Ispra 
— Operator : JRC, Ispra 
— Constructor : 
NV Neratoom (Nether­lands) 
— Main suppliers : 
Reference fuel elements : 
NUKEM 
— Owner : Euratom 
— Operator or user : Euratom 
— Constructors : 
Groupement GAAA 
Interatom, Montecatini 
— Main suppliers : 
European industry 
■— Owner : Milan Polytechni­
cal Institute 
— Operator or user : Centro 
Enrico Fermi 
— Constructor(s) : 
— Main suppliers : 
North American Aviation 
Atomics International 
— Owner : SORIN 
— Operator or user : SORIN 
— Constructor(s) : 
— Main suppliers : American Machine and 
Foundry (AMF Atomics) 
— Owner : Camen 
— Operator or user : Pisa 
University and Leghorn 
Naval Academy 
— Constructor (s) : Vitro International Com­
pany 
— Main suppliers : 
























SECTION XI A — Research, Training and Materials' Testing Reactors, etc. 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 
address of managing body 
PAVIA 
Subcriticai assembly for re­
search and training 
Laboratorio di Radiochimica 







(25 km N of Rome) 
RC 1 
Experimental reactor 
CNEN ­ Comitato Nazionale 
per l'Energia Nucleare 





tale a Potenza 0 : Zero­Power 
Organic Experimental Reac­
tor) 
Comitato Nazionale per 
l'Energia Nucleare 








— Type : Heterogeneous sub­
critical assembly, natural U, 
light water moderated 
— Power : 0 
— Fuel : natural U 
— Load : 2 t 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
6x10" n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 14 July 1958 
— Type : Triga Mark II, enri­
ched U, light water moder­
ated and cooled 
— Power : 250 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 
— Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ13 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 1964 
— Type : Triga Mark II, enri­
ched U, light water moder­
ated and cooled 
— Power : 100 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U — Load : 2.2 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
3x l0 1 2 n /cm 2 sec 
— Criticality : 10 June 1960 
— Type : organic­moderated 
— Power : 0 
— Fuel : 90 % enriched U02 — Load : 40 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : 
— Type : natural U, light­
water­moderated 
— Power : 0 
— Fuel : natural U 
— Load : 1600 kg — Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ4 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : none 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : Società Incre­
mento Technologia Ener­
gia Nucleare (SITEN) 
— Operator or user : 
Pavia University General 
Chemistry Institute 
■— Constructor (s) : 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : Pavia University 
— Operator or user : 
Pavia University 
— Constructor(s) : 
— Main suppliers : 
General Dynamics Corpo­
ration (General Atomics) 
(USA) 
— Owner : CNEN 
— Operator or user : CNEN 
— Constructor (s) : 
— Main suppliers : 
General Dynamics Corpo­ration (General Atomics) 
USA 
— Owner : CNEN 
— Operator or user : CNEN 
— Constructor (s) : 
— Main suppliers : 
Fuel : Martin Co, 
Baltimore 
— Owner : Padua University 
— Operator or user : 
Padua University 
— Constructor(s) : 
— Main suppliers : 
c 
0 υ 















SECTION XI A — Research, Training and Materials' Testing Reactors, etc. 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 





Via Maqueda, 175 
Palermo 
BRASIMONE 











Laboratori Nucleari della Uni­






Laboratori Nucleari della Uni­










— Type : AGN 201 ­ enriched 
U, polyethylene moderated 
— Power : 0.1 to 5 Watts 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U — Load : 3,3 kg U 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
4.5 Χ ΙΟ6 η /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 12 February 1960 
— Type : OMR, cooled and 
moderated by Santowax­R 
or OMP 
— Power : 30 MW(th) 
— Fuel : U02 in stainless steel 
— Load : 41.24 kg U 235 — Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : 
— Type : graphite ­ moderated 
subcriticai assembly 
— Power : 0 
— Fuel : 
— Load : — Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : 30 July 1962 
— Type : Argonaut 
— Power : very low 
— Fuel : 20 % ­ enriched U 
— Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : — Criticality : 
— Type : Argonaut 
— Power : 10 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 90 % enriched U 
— Load : 4,725 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 1.5 xlO11 η /cm2 sec 
— Criticality: 28 September 1960 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : Palermo Uni­
versity 
— Operator or user : Istituto 
di Fisica Tecnica 
Palermo University 
— Constructor(s) : 
— Main suppliers : 
Aerojet General Nucleonics 
USA 
— Owner : CNEN 
— Operator or user : CNEN 
— Constructor : CNEN 
Agip Nucleare and Sorin 
in consultation with Ato­
mics International 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : 
— Operator or user : 
—■ Constructor(s) : — Main suppliers : 
Italian industry 
— Owner : 
— Operator or user : 
— Constructor(s) : 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : 
Reactor Centrum Neder­
land 
— Operator or user : 
Reactor Centrum Neder­land 
— Constructor(s) : 
Dutch industry 
— Main suppliers : 
Hawker Siddeley (GB) 
c o 
υ 














SECTION XI A — Research, Training and Materials' Testing Reactors, etc. 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 






























Suspop - KSTR 
Reactor experiment 






— Type : High flux MTR enri­
ched U, light water cooled 
and moderated 
— Power : 20 MW(th) 
— Fuel : 90 % enriched U 
— Load : 4.2 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
1.5 Χ ΙΟ14 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 9 November 1961 
— Type : swimming-pool 
— Power : zero 
— Fuel : 
— Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : 
— Type : swimming-pool, enri­
ched U, light water cooled 
and moderated 
— Power : 100 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 90 % enriched U 
— Load : 3.5 kg enriched U 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
11 X 1012 n/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 1962 
— Type : Argonaut, light water 
cooled and moderated, gra­
phite reflector 
— Power : 10 kW(th) 
— Fuel : enriched U 
— Load : 3.5 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
Φ 1011 η /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : scheduled for 
end of 1964 
— Type : U0 2 and Th0 2 sus­
pension in heavy water 
— Power : 250 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 90 % enriched U 
— Load : 2 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
IO13 η/cm2 sec 




— Owner : Euratom as of 
1 November 1962 
— Operator and user : Eura­
tom and RCN 
— Constructor(s) : Dutch 
industry 
— Main suppliers : Allis -
Chalmers 
— Owner : KEMA 
— Operator or user : 
— Constructor(s) : 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : Dutch Govern­
ment 
— Operator or user : Joint 
University Institute, 
Reactor Instituut Delft 
— Constructor(s) : 
—· Main suppliers : American 
Machine and Foundry 
(AMF Atomics) 
— Owner : Technische Hoge­
school Eindhoven 
— Operator or user : Techni­
sche Hogeschool Eindho­
ven 
— Constructor(s) : heat tech­
nology and reactor con­
struction laboratory of the 
Technische Hogeschool 
Eindhoven 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : Kema and Eura­
tom 
(agreement of 1 July 1959) 
— Constructor(s) : 
























SECTION XI A — Research, Training and Materials' Testing Reactors, etc. 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 
address of managing body 












Agricultural applications, food 
conservation, biological muta­
tion 
Instituut voor de Toepassing 
van Atoomenergie in de Land-
— Type : homogeneous suspen­
sion of 20 % enriched UO, 
i n H 2 0 
— Power : practically zero 
— Fuel : 
— Load : 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : 
— Type : swimming-pool, enri­
ched U 
— Power : 100 kW(th) 
— Fuel : 90 % enriched U 
— Load : 4 kg U 235 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
ΙΟ12 n /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : scheduled for 
spring of 1963 
bouw 
Wageningen 
Owner : KEMA 
Operator or user : 
Constructor(s) : 
Main suppliers : 
NL 
Owner : ITAL (Institute 
for the use of Nuclear 
Energy in Agriculture) 
Operator or user : Institute 
for the use of Nuclear 
Energy in Agriculture 
Constructor(s) : Dutch 
industry 




SECTION XI Β Power Reactors and Prototype Reactors 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 




CEN ­ Centre d'Etudes 
Nucléaires 














— Type : PWR, enriched U, 
light wat er cooled and moder­
ated 
— Power : 40 MW(th) ­ 10.5 
MW(e) 
— Fuel : Two zones enriched U: 
4.5 % and 3.7 %, in the form 
of U0 2 — Load : 2,006 kg (1,003 at 
3,7 % 1,003 at 4,5 %) 
— Max. thermal neutron flux: 
5,143 χ ΙΟ13 η/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 30 August 1962 
— Type : BWR, natural circu­
lation, enriched U 
— Power : 60,4 MW(th) 
15 MW(e) net with possibi­
lity of extension to 30 MW(e) 
— Fuel : U0 2 with average enrichment of 2.45 % 
— Load : about 6 t 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
3,5 χ 1013 η/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 13 November 1960 
— Type : quasi­homogeneous, 
high temperature reactor, 
graphite­moderated, cooled 
by air, Ne and He 
— Power : 49 MW(th) ­15 MW(e) 
— Fuel : 20 % enriched U and 
Th 
— Load : 23.5 kg enriched U 
and 340 kg Th 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality: scheduled for 1963 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : CEN 
— Operator or user : CEN 
— Constructor(s) : Bureau 
d'Etudes Nucléaires, Bel­
gonucléaires, Société de 
Traction et d'Electricité 
— Main suppliers : Westing­
house Electric C° (USA) 
— Owner : Versuchsatom­
kraftwerk Kahl GmbH 
— Operator or user : Ver­
suchsatomkraftwerk Kahl 
GmbH 
— Constructor(s) : Interna­
tional General Electric and 
AEG 
— Main suppliers : 
Civil Engineering : Hochtief 
AG., Essen 
Heat exchangers : Gute­
hoffnungshütte Sterkrade 
AG. 
Containment shell and air­
locks : MAN 
Water decontamination : 
Pintsch Bamag 
— Owner : Arbeitsgemein­
schaft Versuchsreaktor 
GmbH (AVR) Düsseldorf 
— Operator or user : AVR 
— Constructor(s) : BBC and Krupp 
— Main suppliers : BBC and 
Krupp 
— Fuel elements : NUKEM 
c 
0 υ 










SECTION XI Β — Power Reactors and Prototype Reactors 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 
address of managing body 
KARLSRUHE 
Multi­purpose research reactor 
(MZFR) 
Gesellschaft für Kernfor­























Centre de production de plu­
tonium de Marcoule 
Chusclan (Gard) 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Type : natural U, heavy 
water cooled and moderated 
— Power : 200 MW(th) ­
50 MW(e) net 
— Fuel : U0 2 
— Load : 13,500 kg 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
1014 η/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : probably 1965 
— Type : OMR 
— Power : 475 MW(th) ­
150 MW(e) — Fuel : 2.6 % enriched U or 
UMo alloy 
— Load : 38.6 kg 
— Max. thermal neutron flux 
— Criticality : about 1967 
— Type : BWR 
— Power : 801 MW(th) ­
237 MW(e) net — Fuel : U with an average 
enrichment of 2.6 % 
— Load : 57.8 t U0 2 ' — Max, thermal neutron flux : 
~ 3xl0 1 3n/cm 2sec 
— Criticality : end of 1965 
— Type : natural U, graphite­
moderated, air­cooled 
— Power : 43 MYV(th)­5MW (e) 
— Fuel : Naturel U 
— Load : 95 to 105 t — Max. thermal neutron flux : 
5 Χ ΙΟ12 η/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 7 Januar}· 1956 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : Gesellschaft für 
Kernforschung, m.b.H. 
Karlsruhe and Lichtwerke 
AG 
— Operator or user : Kern­
forschungszentrum Karls­
ruhe 
— Constructor(s) : 
SSW Erlangen 
— Main suppliers : 
Pressure vessel : 
Klöckner Werke AG 
— Owner : KBWP 
— Operator or user : Com­
pany yet to be constituted 
— Constructor(s) : 
North American Aviation (Atomics International) 
Interatom, Brown Boveri 
& C°. 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : Kernkraftwerk 
RWE­Bayernwerk 
G.m.b.H. (KRB) — Operator or user : Kern­
kraftwerk RWE­Bayern­
werk G.m.b.H. (KRB) 
— Constructor(s) : IGEOSA 
in cooperation with AEG, Hochtief AG 
— Main suppliers : 
Containment : Dingler­
werke Saarbrücken 
— Owner : Reactor : CEA 
Connected power plant : 
EDF 
— Operator or user : 
Plutonium : CEA 
Electricity : EDF 
— Constructor(s) : Industrial architect : S F AC 

















SECTION XI Β — Power Reactors and Prototype Reactors 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 




Centre de Production de Plu­





Centre de Production de Plu­





Electricité de France 
68, Faubourg St Honoré 
Paris 8C 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Type : natural U, graphite 
gas 
— Power : 240 MW(th) ­
37 MW(e) 
— Fuel : natural U 
— Load : 105 t 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
2.5 χ ΙΟ13 η/cm­sec 
— Criticality : 21 June 1958 
— Type : natural U, graphite 
gas 
— Power : 240 MW(th) ­
37 MW(e) 
— Fuel : natural U 
— Load : 105 t 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
2.5 χ ΙΟ13 η/cm2 sec 
— Criticality: 11 June 1959 
— Type : Natural U, graphite­
moderated, COo cooled 
— Power : 300 MW(th) ­
700 MW(e) 
— Fuel : natural U 
— Load : 140 t 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
4.5 χ ΙΟ13 η /cm2 sec 
— Criticality : 
16 September 1962 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : 
Reactor : CEA 
Connected power plant : 
EDF 
— Operator or user : 
Plutonium : CEA 
Electricity : EDF 
— Constructor(s) : 
ΓΕΑ and EDF 
Industrial architect : 
SACM (Alsacienne) 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
— Owner : 
Reactor : CEA 
Connected power plant : 
EDF 
— Operator or user : 
Plutonium : CEA 
Electricity : EDF 
■— Constructor(s) : 
CEA and EDF 
Industrial architect : 
SACM (Alsacienne) 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
— Owner : EDF 
— Operator or user : EDF 
— Constructor(s) : EDF 
Région d'Equipement 
Thermique Nucléaire n° 1 
Clamart 
— Main suppliers : 
Pressure vessels : 
Ets Levivier 
Heat exchangers : 
Babcock­Wilcox 
Cie des Echangeurs 
Chantier de l'Atlantique 
Fives­Lille­Cail 
CO2 circuits and conden­
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Site, description, use and 




Electricité de France 





Electricité de France 






Electricité de France 
68, Faubourg St­Honoré 
Paris 8e 
CHOOZ (near Givet, Meuse) 
Centrale Nucléaire des Arden­
nes 
Industrial reactor 
Société d'Energie Nucléaire 
Franco­Belge des Ardennes 
(SENA) 
c/o EDF 
68, Faubourg St­Honoré 
Paris 8e 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Type : Natural U, graphite 
moderated C02 ­ cooled — Power : 791 MW(th) ­
170/200 MW(e) 
— Fuel : Natural U 
— Load : 250 t 
•— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
3 χ ΙΟ13 η/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : scheduled for 
beginning of 1963 
•— Type : Natural U, graphite 
moderated C02 ­ cooled — Power : 1250 MW(th) ­
375­500 MW(e) 
— Fuel : Natural U 
— Load : 409 t 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticalitv : scheduled for 
1965 
— Type : natural U, graphite­
moderated, C02 ­ cooled 
— Power : 400­500 MW(e) 
— Fuel : natural U 
— Load : — Max. thermal neutron flux : 
— Criticality : about 1967, con­
struction work beginning in 
1963 
— Type : PWR 
— Power : about 210 MW(e) 
with possibility of extension 
to 242 MW(e) 
— Fuel : 3.5 % enriched U 
— Load : 44.5 t U0 2 — Max. thermal neutron flux : 
2.5 χ ΙΟ13 η /cm'2 sec 




— Owner : EDF 
— Operator or user : EDF 
— Constructor(s) : EDF, 
Retn 1 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
— Owner : EDF 
— Operator or user : EDF 
Constructor (s) 
EDF, Retn 1 
— Main suppliers : 
French industry 
— Owner : EDF 
— Operator or user : EDF 
— Constructor (s) : 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : 
Société d'Energie Nucléaire 
Franco­Belge des Ardennes 
(SENA) 
— Operator or user : EDF 
and SA Centre et Sud 
— Constructor(s) ACEC — 
Framatone — Westing­
house Group (US) 
— Main suppliers : 
Reactor : SFAC 
Turbine : SFAC 
Heat exchanger : 
Cockerill­Ougrée 
Alternator : 
ACEC and SW 
Fuel : Westinghouse, 
MMW and CERCA 
c o υ 














SECTION XI Β — Power Reactors and Prototype Reactors 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 
address of managing body 
BRENNILIS (Finistère) 
E.L. 4 
Centrale Nucléaire des Monts 
d'Arrée 
Prototype reactor 
Commissariat à l'Energie 
Atomique 
69, rue de Varenne 
Paris 7 e 
TRINO VERCELLESE 
(between Milan and Turin) 


















Società Italiana Meridionale 
Energia Atomica (SIMEA) 
Via San Teresa, 35 Rome 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Type : natural U, heavy wa­
ter moderated (80 t), C0 2 ­cooled 
— Power : 225 MW(th) ­
80 MW(e) 
— Fuel : beryllium­clad U0 2 — Load : 18 t 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : 
1.6 χ ΙΟ14 η/cm2 sec 
— Criticality : scheduled for 
1964 
— Type : PWR, enriched U, 
light water moderated and 
cooled 
— Power : 615 MW(th) ­165 MW(e) 
— Fuel : 2.6 ­ 2.8 % enriched U 
— Load : 39 t U 
Max. Thermal neutron flux: 
— Criticality : scheduled for 
1964 
— Type : BWR, enriched U, 
light water moderated and 
cooled 
— Power : 508 MW(th) ­
150­230 MW(e) 
— Fuel : 2 % enriched U 
— Load : 41.4 t U 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : — Criticalitv : scheduled for 
1963 
— Type : GCR, natural U, gra­
phite moderated, C02 cooled — Power : 705 MW(th) ­
200 MW(e) 
— Fuel : natural U 
— Load : 262.5 t 
— Max. thermal neutron flux : — Criticality : 
27 December 1962 
ENTERPRISES 
concerned 
— Owner : CEA /EDF 







Industrial architect : 
Indatom 
— Main suppliers : 
— Owner : SELNI 
— Operator or user : SELNI 
— Constructor(s) : 
Westinghouse Electric C° (USA) 
—■ Main suppliers : 
Reactor Westinghouse 
(US) 
Turbines : Franco Tosi 
Genei ators : Mare Hi 
— Owner : SENN 
— Operator or user : SENN 
— Constructor(s) : 
International General 
Electric Operations SA 
(Geneva) 
— Main suppliers : 
Heat Exchanger : Stork en C° (Holland) 
Pressure vessels : Terni 
Shell : SIA (Genoa) 
Turboalternator : 
Ansaldo (Genoa) 
— Owner : SIMEA 
— Operator or user : SIMEA 
— Constractor(s) 
Nuclear Po\ver Plant and Co (NPPC) — (GB) 






















SECTION XI Β — Power Reactors and Prototype Reactors 
REACTOR 
Site, description, use and 
address of managing body 
CHARACTERISTICS ENTERPRISES concerned 
SITE NOT YET DETER­
MINED 
Joint Dutch Nuclear Power 




Type : BWR 
Power: 163.4 MW(th) - 50 
MW(e) 
Fuel : U02 with 2.5 % (1st 
core) to 1.36 % (2nd core) 
enrichment 
Load : 
Max. thermal neutron flux : 
Criticality : scheduled for end 
of 1967 (construction work 
starting end 1963) 
Owner : NV-GKN 
Operator or user : NV-
GKN 
Constructor(s) : Dutch 
industry (General Electric 
Licence) 





SECTION XI C — Marine Propulsion Reactors (Preliminary Designs) 
R E A C T O R S B O D I E S 
concerned 
R E M A R K S 
B E L G I U M 
PWR 
Spectral shift type 
(Variable quantity of heavy 
water moderator) 
Financed by : 
— Syndicate „Vulcain" 
(group of private companies : 
Belgonucléaire, Cockerill-





G E R M A N Y 
OMR 
Reactor producing 10,000 
shaft horsepower 
Gesellschaft für Kernenergiever-
wertung in Schiffbau and Schiff-
fahrt m.b.H. Hamburg (GKSS) 
and Interatom G.m.b.H. Bens-
burg (DEMAG) and Atomics 
International 
PWR 
Reactor producing 20,000 
shaft horsepower 
BWR 




reactor, direct cycle, for a 
power of 20,000 shp. 
F R A N C E 
Land - based advanced gas-
cooled reactor with a power 




WERKE A.G, Hamburg. 
Allgemeine Elektricitäts-
Gesellschaft (AEG) Frankfurt 
and Deutsche Werft, Hamburg 
BBC - KRUPP Reaktorbau 
G.m.b.H., Düsseldorf and 
AG WESER, Bremen 
Commissariat à l'Energie Ato-
mique and Secrétariat d'Etat à 
la Marine Marchande 
On 16 May 1962 an agreement 
was concluded between the 
UKAEA and the „Vulcain" 
syndicate on the financing of 
research and development 
work connected with the 
project 
Euratom is making a 40 % 
contribution to the cost of the 
experiments and is also parti-
cipating in the constructional 
design work on the basis of 
which, together with the expe-
rience gained from the Piqua 
reactor (USA), the decision to 
build the reactor will be taken 
Subsidy of 1.5 million DM 
granted by the Federal Go-
vernment. Total cost of the 
studies : 3 million DM 
Subsidy of 1.5 million DM 
to be provided by the Federal 
Government 
Total costs of studies : 3 mil-
lion DM 
Subsidy of 1 million DM grant-
ed by Federal Government 
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SECTION XI C — Marine Propulsion Reactors (Preliminary Designs) 
R E A C T O R S B O D I E S concerned R E M A R K S 
τ 
A 
Τ υ s 
I T A L Y 
Studies on : 
PWR forced circulation 
PWR natural circulation 
BWR direct cycle 
BWR indirect cycle 
NETHERLANDS 
PWR 
60 MW(th) pressurized water 
reactor 
FIAT Company and ANSALDO 
in conjunction with EURATOM 
Reactor Centrum Nederland, 
and EURATOM 
Reactor and ship studies 
Selection of reactor type in 
Phase I of contract, followed 
by drafting of Title I design 
in phase II. Euratom contri­
butes 40 % 
Contract signed by Euratom 
and the Reactor Centrum 
Nederland on 1 December 1961 
Programme scheduled : 
— draft design 
— research and development 
programme leading to a 
decision on the construc­
tion of a prototype reactor. 
Euratom contributes 40 % 
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SECTION XII — Industrial Installations for the Processing of Radioactive Wastes 
SITE 
of installation and 
address of managing body 
CHARACTERISTICS ENTERPRISES concerned 






Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 
69, rue de Varenne 
Paris 7e 
FONTENAY­AUX­ROSES 
Commissariat à l'Energie Ato­
mique 
69, rue de Varenne 
Paris 7e 
MOL 
Société Belge de Chimie 
Nucléaire S.A. (Belchim) 
35, rue des Colonies 
Bruxelles 
Continuous evaporation process 
Two 1 t /hr evaporators 
Owner and operator : CEA 
Owner and operator : CEA 
Owner : 
Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires 







International Installations with which Euratom or the Member Countries are Associated 
SITE 
of installation and 






Power plant prototype sup­
plying steam to paper and 
pulp­producing firm 




Plant for chemical reproces­
sing of irradiated fuels 
„Société européenne pour le 
Traitement chimiques de Com­
bustibles irradiés" 
(EUROCHEMIC) 
35, rue Belliard 
Brussels 
CHARACTERISTICS 
— Type : high ­ temperature, 
gas­cooled graphite modera­
ted reactor 
— Power : 20 MW(th) — Fuel : 90 % enriched U and 
Th 
— Load : 20 kg U 235 
— Termination of construction 
work scheduled for spring 
1963 
— Boiling heavy water reactor 
— Power : 20 MW(th) 
— 1st core criticality : 
29 June 1959 
— Bringing into operation : 
10 October 1959 — 2nd core criticality : 
April 1962 
— Plant for reprocessing of 
natural uranium based on 
5 % enriched irradiated fuels 
— Capacity : 38 to 50 t /year 
— Cold tests scheduled for be­
ginning of 1963 




— Owner : UKAEA on ter­
mination of the agreement 
for cooperation concluded 
under the auspices of the Nuclear Energy Agency of 
the OCDE 
— Participants : Britain, 
Austria, Denmark, Nor­
way, Switzerland, Sweden, 
and Euratom 
— Operator : Dragon project 
group 
— Constructor(s) : UKAEA 
industrial group British 
and Continental firms 
— Owner : Institut før 
Atomenergi, Kjeller 
— Operators : 5 member 
countries of OCDE and 
EURATOM 
Associated countries : USA and Finland 
— Constructors : 
Design : Institut før Atom­
energi, Kjeller 
Civil Engineering : Høyer 
Ellesfen 
— Suppliers : 
Mechanical installations : 
Kvaerner ­ Myrhen, Thune 
Combine 
Operating and control ins­
trumentation : Ch. Michel­
sens Institut 
Fuels : UKAEA 
Heavy water : USAEC 
— Owner and operator : 
EUROCHEMIC, company 
instituted under interna­
tional public law by 12 go­
vernments : Germany, 
Austria, Belgium, Den­
mark, France, Italy, Nor­
way, Netherlands, Portu­
gal, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Turkey and subsequently 
Spain 
— Constructor : a group of 
enterprises headed by Saint 
Gobain (France), with : 
Nohab (Sweden), Belchim 
(Belgium), Montecatini 
(Italy), Argtu (Germany), 
Comprimo (Netherlands), 
Noratom (Norway) 
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